Juiced TV Privacy Policy.
Juiced TV recognises and respects the importance of maintaining the privacy of
patients, families and special guests participating in Juiced TV experiences.
As a result, Juiced TV has established a “Privacy Policy” that describes what
information we collect, why we gather certain information, how it is collected and
what it is used for.
Juiced TV will only gather personal information with consent from the patients
parents &/or carer at the time of filming. All permission is consented prior to
participation in Juiced TV, as stipulated in the patient talent release and media
release forms.
This policy describes why we gather patient, family, special guests and customer
information, what information we collect, how we collect it, what we use the
information for and how you can instruct us if you prefer to limit the use of any given
information.
Since its inception, Juiced TV has consistently provided patients and their families
with the highest quality patient entertainment initiative.
Juiced TV captures your personal data for the purposes of adhering to our legal and
occupational health and safety policies and procedures, and to keep our ‘stars’,
special guests, hospital and broader community and fans up to date with all of the
latest and greatest news stories happening with Juiced TV.
What information do we gather?
When personal details are provided, we collect the following information: the talent
first name, the talent last name, the talent gender, the talents date of filming,
episode number the talent participates in, the segment name the talent participates
in, the episode details the talent is involved in, the conditions of the talent
(patient/sibling/special guest) and any other special considerations, the talents
interests, the parent or carers email address, the parent or carers first name, the
parent or carers contact number, the parent or carers postal address, and the details
of film and photo consent at time of filming.
To comply with our legal and occupational health and safety regulations, the
information gathered from our Media Release Forms is always stored safely, even if
you choose to unsubscribe from Juiced TV email correspondence. Juiced TV is
compliant with all email marketing privacy rules and regulations.
How we use the information we collect about you.
We use the information collected to administer the best Juiced TV experience, and
to keep our patient talent, special guests and community fans up to date with special
news, offers and event invites from Juiced TV.

How to limit the use of your information.
If you prefer not to receive any product information and promotional
mailings/emails from Juiced TV based on information you provided to Juiced TV staff,
please email us your request at: hello@juicedtv.com.au including your mailing
address or write to:
Juiced TV
3/129 Oxlade Drive
New Farm Brisbane
Queensland 4005
Links.
Juiced TV wants you to be aware that when you click on links and/or banners that
take you to third-party websites, you will be subject to the third parties' privacy
policies, not ours. While we support the protection of privacy on the internet, we
cannot be responsible for the actions of third parties. We encourage you to read the
posted privacy statement and user terms and conditions whenever interacting with,
and prior to providing any personal information to, any other website.
If you would like to update or correct information previously provided to us, please
follow the “Update Your Details” prompts in our e-newsletter correspondence, or
send an e-mail with your new information to hello@juicedtv.com.au.

Your Consent and Changes to this Policy.
By using the Juiced TV website, or engaging in our email marketing initiatives, you
consent to our use of personal information as described in this Privacy Policy. We
may change or add to this privacy policy so we encourage you to review it
periodically.
Your Comments.
Juiced TV welcomes feedback concerning its privacy policy. Please send your
comments and questions to hello@juicedtv.com.au

